
Energy Insights 
Solutions
Our Energy Insights Solutions  
in a nutshell



The power of energy intelligence

Powering Sustainability
Our Energy Insights Solutions deliver a wide range of granular 
and actionable energy intelligence that can help you gain 
valuable insight into your energy usage and build an actionable, 
effective energy strategy.

Powering Performance
Our Energy Insights Solutions offer unparalleled real-time,  
device-level visibility into your entire energy estate that helps  
you reduce energy costs, proactively manage consumption,  
and improve operational efficiency.

Powering Resilience  
Our Energy Insights Solutions provide predictive analytics 
and sophisticated alerts that will help you reduce business 
risk by ensuring the reliability of your equipment, devices, 
and operational processes.
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Our Energy Insights Solutions offer unparalleled 
visibility into your entire energy estate by delivering 
a wide range of granular and actionable energy 
intelligence in real-time – including electricity, gas, 
heat, air flow, and water. Effectively and holistically 
analyse your energy data, manage consumption, 
reduce spend, improve operational efficiency, and 
prevent costly downtime with our complimentary 
energy management platform, PowerRadarTM.

Our expertise to deliver
Our non-invasive, self-powered Panoramic PowerTM 
wireless sensors are easily installed on your devices  
and require no maintenance.

Our hardware can collect data from 3rd party meters  
– gas, heat, water, air – with pulse outputs.

Receive a complimentary subscription to our industry-
leading energy management platform, PowerRadar, 
which provides you with a powerful way to understand 
and analyse your entire energy footprint while retaining 
flexibility to work with other software.

Upgrade your subscription to receive continuous platform 
enhancements, including integration with our energy 
solutions, which enable more control over your energy  
in a single platform.
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Performance visualisation with PowerRadar
PowerRadar is our industry-leading energy management software 
platform that will sit at the very heart of your energy strategy. 

PowerRadar brings the intelligence and visibility you need  
to understand and analyse your entire energy estate, providing  
a single view to visualise and track performance. 

Deploying your installation

Our project management and engineering teams ensure your  
new solution is installed with the highest safety standards  
and is built correctly to support your business objectives

We follow a site QA and commissioning process; performing 
compliance checks to ensure quality workmanship

Our highest-quality technology offerings, experienced project 
management, and professional engineering and design 

Your Energy Insights  
Solutions pathway

Our seven-step Energy Insights Solutions  
engagement methodology provides  
a structured process to realising your solution.

Assessment
Customise  
our Energy 
Insights Solutions 
to your specific 
needs and  
energy strategy.

Connection 
Follow our  
simple guides 
to connect the 
sensor network  
and your 3rd 
party meters  
to your Wi-Fi (or 
cellular) network

Installation
Easily and 
quickly install 
our Panoramic 
Power wireless 
sensors to your 
equipment.

Set up
Activate your 
complimentary 
subscription 
to PowerRadar, 
which will sit at 
the heart of your 
energy strategy.

Analyse your 
customised 
reports
Visualise your 
energy with 
PowerRadar 
reporting. View the 
energy statistics 
that are most 
important to you 
with customised 
reporting. 
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Benefits of Energy Insights Solutions

Comprehensively understand  
your entire energy estate
Gain complete visibility into how your 
equipment and operations consume 
energy with real-time, device-level 
monitoring of electricity.

1

Integrate 3rd party meters for  
a complete view of your energy
Our hardware can integrate with  
and collect real-time data from utility 
meters such as gas, heat, water, and  
air flow meters with pulse outputs,  
so you can manage a wide range  
of energy data in addition to your 
electricity in a single platform.

Customise your data reporting
Stay compliant with sustainability 
reporting by customising your energy 
reports in PowerRadar, so you can easily 
access the data you need.

Plug-and-play without disruption
Our equipment is self-powering, 
wireless, and easy to install - with 
the flexibility to manage your data 
on mobile or on desktop, and across 
multiple sites if needed.

4 5 6

Proactively manage energy 
consumption and reduce spend
Real-time visibility of power usage delivers 
energy intelligence that identifies inefficiencies 
and wastage in your current operations and 
enables proactive action to reduce costs.

2

Reduce the risk of device  
or equipment failure 
Avoid costly downtime and extend the life of 
your equipment with predictive analytics and 
sophisticated alerts in PowerRadar to ensure 
your business is ‘always on.’

3
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How Energy Insights Solutions works

Our Energy Insights Solutions consist of our Panoramic Power sensor technology, which is a market leader in cost and 
ease of installation, enabling rapid deployment across a facility with minimal disruption to your business operations. 
Understand and analyse your sensor and 3rd party meter data in our powerful cloud-based platform – PowerRadar. 
Leverage PowerRadar’s comprehensive insights to drive efficiencies and lower operational costs.

1 2 3

Data collection 
Have complete control over charge 
point utilisation, energy costs and driver 
experience with our platform and app.

Data monitoring 
The sensors and 3rd party utility meters 
continuously collect data and deliver it in 
real-time to our Panoramic Power Gen 4+ 
Bridge. The Gen 4+ Bridge then delivers the 
energy data via cloud technology to our 
complimentary energy management  
platform, PowerRadar, for analysis.

Analysis and action 
PowerRadar provides a powerfully simple 
platform to understand your energy estate. 
Use the intelligence from PowerRadar – or 
the software of your choice – to develop an 
informed, data-driven energy strategy.

Rx
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Available options

PAN-10 Wireless  
Sensor

PAN-12 Wireless  
Sensor

For granular monitoring of 
individual circuits and devices

For sub-metering and monitoring  
of main power lines and large devices

PAN-42 Power  
Meter

PAN-14 Wireless  
Sensor

Non-invasive – snaps and fits without disconnection

No maintenance; self-powered

High accuracy

Wireless – unlike standard CT-based monitoring systems 

Real-time current data transmitted every 10 seconds

High current sensor 
attaches to any size 
standard 0-5 A current 
transformer

Allows measurements at 
any current range or wire 
gauge.

Plus all the benefits  
of PAN-10 and PAN-12

Single, dual or 3-phase metering 

Accurate measurement of active and 
reactive power

Real-time monitoring of current, voltage, 
power and power quality 

Easily integrated with PowerRadar, our 
cloud-based energy management platform, 
and 3rd party software using Modbus TCP

Fast and easy installation
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Self-powered by the circuit’s magnetic field

Easily clamp to the outgoing wire from the circuit breaker

Data sampling every 10 seconds

Flexibility to integrate via cloud technology or hardware

Provided by a strong leader in the energy space

  
Planning and design of your 
Energy Insights Solutions

PowerRadar is our industry-leading energy 
management software that will sit at the very  
heart of your energy strategy, providing a single  
view to visualise and take action on your energy  
data. PowerRadar brings the intelligence and  
visibility you need to understand and analyse  
your entire energy estate. 

Complete visibility
Visualise your entire energy estate in PowerRadar  
with real-time monitoring of your energy data.

Proactive management
Manage energy consumption and reduce spend 
in PowerRadar, and proactively identify inefficiencies  
to minimise wastage across your business.

Make data-driven decisions
Use real energy data from our technology  
to make informed decisions and justify investments.

Prevent equipment failure
PowerRadar uses energy data from Energy Insight 
to learn your processes – predictive analytics and  
alerts prevent costly downtime to your business.

Manage your data flexibly
With easy desktop and mobile access,  
and the flexibility to work with other software,  
you will always have access to your energy data.

Sensor features

Analyse your energy data in PowerRadar,
or work with other software
  •  Our Panoramic Power wireless sensors
  •  3rd party meters for gas, heat, water, and air
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The Power of Together

Increase your sales opportunities  
and revenue
Achieve your revenue targets via  
a new customer pipeline.

Specify market-leading  
energy solutions
Utilise tools to design projects seamlessly  
and gain more clients

Sell a wider range of products
Drive sales from your customers by offering 
market-leading energy solutions. 

Drive business sustainability
Unlock value for your customers  
and power your business performance.

Differentiate from your competition
Collaborate on new thinking, new technologies 
and new ways of working.

Join the forefront of innovation
Help us deliver the energy system  
of the future.

The Centrica Business Solutions Partner Programme has  
been developed to enable us to work with our Channel Partners  
to drive success. We have invested in the tools, support  
and infrastructure you need to succeed so we can all achieve  
our growth objectives and power our business performance.

With Centrica Business Solutions as your total energy  
partner, you will have access to all the energy solutions, 
analytics, operations and support needed for your clients  
to balance the demands of planet and profit.

Benefits of partnering with us
Build your business with our partner programme and access benefits  
that will help you meet your goals.
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Why choose  
Centrica Business Solutions?

Centrica Business Solutions helps you turn energy  
from a cost and potential business risk into a source  
of sustainable competitive advantage.

Reduce investment risk with our experienced  
solution design and deployment and range  
of flexible financing options

Access superior delivery using our in-house  
engineers, specialist project managers and  
award winning safety program

Enable additional value with an integrated  
solution with other technologies (i.e. CHP,  
Demand Side Response)

Expert after-care via remote monitoring  
and trained workforce for regular, periodic  
maintenance and inspections

Our solution is deployed
in over 50 countries

Our technology is collecting  
data for 8,000 sites 

Our sensors collect real-time data  
every 10 seconds

50+

8,000

10sec
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Proactive energy management reduces waste at Pincroft

Maximising productivity
Through the energy insights solution, Pincroft now has complete 
visibility into how much energy each piece of equipment consumes 
on a minute-by-minute basis, enabling them to identify opportunities 
to improve efficiencies and reduce waste in real time.

Daily reports are generated and circulated throughout the team, 
which break down the performance of each machine and enables 
them to take corrective action should an unexpected increase in 
energy consumption occur anywhere in the plant.

For example, they have been able to identify when operators used 
cold water in machines that require hot water, and they have been 
able to take steps to ensure their operators use hot water from the 
heat recovery system in the future – a far more energy-efficient 
approach.

A cultural shift in interpreting energy
With a payback period of just three months, the Energy Insights 
Solution has transformed how Pincroft manages energy across their 
operations. To date, Pincroft has reduced their weekend energy spend 
by 94% and weekday energy spend by 29%. This has put them 
on track to achieve CO2 savings of 648 tonnes compared to 2019 
(pro rata for similar production levels), which is the equivalent of 
removing 140 vehicles from the road for one year.

What’s more, Pincroft is saving 0.84 kWh per metre of fabric 
produced – a significant achievement, for a company that produces 
20 million metres of fabric each year.

The solution has also helped to create a cultural shift, with the 
business moving away from seeing energy as a fixed cost towards 
viewing it as a variable cost that can be proactively managed and 
improved. This was critical during the COVID-19 lockdown where 
they were able to use the data collected by their Panoramic Power 
sensors to make their operations as efficient as possible.

Harnessing Panoramic Power technology from Centrica 
Business Solutions, Pincroft can proactively manage energy 
consumption across their plant – enabling them to reduce 
energy waste and improve their environmental impact.
 

Pincroft is one of Europe’s largest commission textile finishers, 
finishing a diverse range of fabrics that are exported to more 
than 80 countries worldwide. Their 376,000 sq. ft textile 
finishing plant houses state-of-the-art machinery to ensure 
the highest quality and performance of their fabrics.
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Connection 
and metering

Power 
Generation

Grid Supply 
and Renewables

Energy 
Insights 
Solutions

Energy E�ciency

PowerRadarTM

Financing

Solar

Commercial 
LED Lighting

Operation 
and Maintenance

Electrical 
Solutions

Cogeneration

Demand Side
Response (DSR)

Battery Storage

Electric 
Vehicle 

Enablement

Wholesale Market 
Access and 
Route-to-Market Services

Heat Pump

Our portfolio of end-to-end solutions

Our integrated energy 
products and services  
unlock the potential  
of your business to power 
performance, resilience  
and sustainability. As part  
of Centrica plc, we can  
leverage the capabilities  
of the Centrica Group.
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About Centrica Business Solutions

Energy – where it comes from and how we use it – is critical to sustainable business. 
We’re using more of it and paying more attention to where it comes from, how much 
we waste and how much it costs. There is an urgent need for a new approach to energy 
management. We partner with organisations around the world to shape and deliver 
integrated energy solutions that accelerate their journey to a low-carbon future, 
balancing commercial success and environmental responsibility. 

We work closely with customers to understand the business challenges they face so we 
can establish how energy can help them achieve their business ambitions. We analyse, 
finance, install, operate and optimise energy, working across every energy source to 
deliver efficiency, resilience and sustainability. With our customers, we are shaping 
the energy landscape of the future. The result is the right energy at the right price – and 
vitally, the right balance between what’s good for their business and the planet we share. 

Together we are part of the solution.

e: centricabusinesssolutions.UK@centrica.com
t: +44 208 191 7126
w: centricabusinesssolutions.com

https://www.youtube.com/c/CentricaBusinessSolutions
https://twitter.com/centricasoln_uk?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/centrica-business-solutions-uk-&-ireland/
http://centricabusinesssolutions.com
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